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Introduction 

The panel meticulously applied controlling Supreme Court precedent in 

deciding the issue before it - whether the Creek Nation's reservation was 

disestablished by Congress. The arguments for rehearing by Oklahoma, the United 

States, and Amici collectively, rather than advance arguments about rese1vation 

boundaries, essential claim the opinion may upset their "settled expectations." There is 

no need to rehear the panel's decision on that count. The purely speculative practical 

consequences from the decision cannot undermine the correctness of it. The 

hypothetical jurisdictional issues envisioned by Amici may never arise. But, even if 

such issues arise in the future, they cannot be resolved now. Moreover, the Supreme 

Court rejected that such jurisdictional concerns or expectations are even relevant to 

the legal question of whether rese1vation boundaries have been diminished or 

disestablished. See Solem v. Bartlett, 465 U.S. 463 (1984) and Nebraska v. Parke1~ 136 S. 

Ct. 1072, 1076 (2016) (decided justlast year).1 

1. Oklahoma historically lacks jurisdiction for crimes committed by 
Indians in Indian country. 

Even before the panel decision, Oklahoma lacked jurisdiction over crimes 

committed by Indians within the Creek Indian country. See U.S. v. Sands, 968 F.2d 

1 In its briefing in support of the Tribe in Nebraska v. Parker, the United States noted 
the question of whether the Omaha Indian Rese1vation had been diminished was 
"analytically distinct" from what the extent of the Tribe's jurisdiction would be, "once 
those borders are properly understood." Brief of United States, Case No. 14-1406 (Dec. 
16, 2015) at 83. 
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1058 (10th Cir. 1992) cert. denied 506 U.S. 1056 (1993). The panel decision simply 

found the Creek rese1vation had not been disestablished as the state had assumed. 

Any resulting increase of federal and tribal criminal jurisdiction will be minimal 

compared to the overwhelming state criminal jurisdiction retained: over eve1y single 

non-Indian perpetrator committing a victimless crime or a crime against a non-Indian. 

This Court cannot preemptively resolve specific jurisdictional issues arising from the 

panel decision. Rehearing en bane should be denied. 

2. Oklahoma retains criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians. 

For the vast majority of crimes committed within the Creek rese1vation 

boundaries, the state retains jurisdiction. Any non-Indian pe1petrator committing a 

crime within the rese1vation against a non-Indian (or a victimless crime) continues to 

be subject to prosecution and punishment by the state. Solem v. Bartlett, 465 

U.S. 463, 465, 104 S. Ct. 1161, 1163, 79 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1984) ("Within Indian 

count1y, State jurisdiction is limited to crimes by non-Indians against non-Indians and 

victimless crimes by non-Indians.") ~nternal citation omitted.). See also United States v. 

McBratnry, 104 U.S. 621, 624 (1881) (holding state, not federal, courts have jurisdiction 

over non-Indian accused of murder of another non-Indian in Indian country); 

Sands, 968 F.2d at 1062 (holding state does not have jurisdiction over crimes with an 

Indian pe1petrator or victim). 

2 
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The panel decision does nothing to aid non-Indian criminal defendants now 

incarcerated by the state for victimless crimes or crimes committed against Indians 

within the reservation boundaries. Rehearing is not necessary because the alleged 

burdens of niminal jurisdiction do not reach as far as claimed and because this Court 

has considered and rejected the same arguments before. See, e.g., Indian Country, 

U.S.A., Inc. v. State of Ok!. ex rel. Oklahoma Tax Comm'n, 829 F.2d 967, 978 (10th 

Cir. 1987) ("Although the federal legislation described above seriously undermined 

the authority of the Creek Nation, we are not persuaded that Congress intended or acted to 

completely abolish Creek Nation jurisdiction over tribal lands, to divest the federal government 

of its authority, or to petmit the assertion ofjurisdiction by the State of Oklahomd') (emphasis 

added). 

In Sands, the United States made the same arguments it makes here. Namely, 

that depdving the state of jurisdiction over crimes committed by or against Indians in 

Indian country would improperly burden federal prosecutors and that a sedes of 

congressional acts in the early twentieth centuty impliedly terminated Creek 

jurisdiction and transferred it to the state. Yet this Court explicitly rejected those 

arguments. 968 F.2d at 1061-62. 

Although the government urges that previous cases 
supporting this conclusion have failed to examine the turn
of-the-centuty Congressional enactments it relies on, the 
government did not cite, let alone analyze, Indian Country 
U.S.A. which did so in several material respects. We remain 
unpersuaded by the argument. The government reminds us 
that law enforcement might be easier if the S fate had jztrisdiction 

3 
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over the checkerboard of Indian and non-Indian land 
involved. We are not empowered to decide the issue on that basis, 
but we note that cross-deputization may assist in filling a 
jurisdictional void. 

Sands, 968 F.2d at 1062-63. 

Those asking for rehearing make no new arguments beyond those made-and 

rejected-in Sands. Rehearing en bane should be denied. 

3. Means exist for the state and the tribe to resolve conflicts by agreement. 

As noted in Sands and Murphy, means exist for state, federal, and ttibal governments 

to coordinate law-enforcement services in order to ensure protection of the public. 

Sands, 968 F.2d at 1063 (10th Cir. 1992) (noting cross-deputization agreements "may assist 

in filling a jurisdictional void."); Murphy v. Royal, 866 F.3d 1164, 1232 (recognizing "Creek 

Nation has entered into deputation agreements for law enforcement services 'within the 

exterior boundaries of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation"'). Indeed, the state and ttibes within 

the state have a!twdy entered into at least 180 cross-deputization agreements. See Tribal 

Compact.rand Ag1rements, 0KLAHOlv1A SECRETARY OF STATE WEBSITE, 

https://www.sos.ok.gov/ gov/ ttibal.aspx Oast visited Oct. 22, 2017). 

Federal law provides another way for the state and the ttibe to resolve any 

jurisdictional issues arising from the panel decision. With the tribe's consent, the state can 

obtain criminal jurisdiction over any or all crimes within the Creek reservation. Pub. L. 

No. 83-280, 67 Stat. 588 (1953) (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 1162, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1321 

to 1325, and 28 U.S.C. § 1360) ("Public Law 280"). In 1953, Congress passed Public 

Law 280 to address "the problem of lawlessness on certain Indian reservations, and the 

4 
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absence of adequate tribal institutions for law enforcement." Btyan v. Itasca Cotmty, ~Minnesota, 

426 U.S. 373, 379 (1976). J\mendments passed in 1968 permit states to assume partial (or 

full) criminal jurisdiction over an Indian reservation. Once the state obtained such 

jurisdiction, it could have criminal jurisdiction over any or all crimes committed within the 

Creek reservation. To date the state has never attempted to obtain Public Law 280 

jurisdiction. 

Further, the state and tribes may enter into cooperative agreements between their 

governments on almost any topic. In fact, Oklahoma has entered into over 300 compacts 

with Indian tribes on subjects ranging from gaming to hunting and fishing to taxation to 

boxing regulation. Tribal Co1J1pacts and Agree1J1entr, OKLAHOMA SECRETARY OF STATE 

WEBSITE,https://www.sos.ok.gov/ gov /tribal.aspx ~ast visited Oct. 22, 2017). These 

mechanisms can be explored to deal with real issues as they arise. The Supreme Court has 

suggested as much. See Ok!aho1J1a Tax Co1J11J1'1t v. Citizen Band PotaJ1Jato1J1i Indian Ttibe ef 

Ok!aho1J1a, 498 U.S. 505, 514 (1991) (explaining alternative remedies were available for the 

state to recover cigarette taxes owed for sales to non-Indians, including "agreements with the 

tribes"); See also Dep't of Taxation & Fin. ofNeJI! York v. Milhehn Attea & Bros., 512 U.S. 61, 77 

(1994) (noting that tribal-state agreements might avoid or resolve "purely hypothetical" 

problems regarding the collection of state cigarette taxes on sales in Indian country). 

4. Possibilities envisioned by Amici do not justify rehearing. 

Amici briefs are sprinkled throughout with words such as "may," "might," "could," 

"possibly," and "potentially." Amici collectively urge that the broad speculative impacts 

affecting their special interests are precisely why this Court should reconsider its opinion and 

5 
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grant en bane rehearing. 2 But, it is not appropriate for this Court to provide Amici with the 

clarity they desire, even if it had the prescience to do so. 

Article III of the Constitution limits federal courts' jurisdiction to cases and 

controversies before it. U.S. Parole Commission v. Garghty, 445 U.S. 388, 396-96 (1980). This 

limitation se1-ves "two complementary" purposes: 1) limiting federal court business to 

"questions presented in an adversary context and in a form historically viewed as capable of 

resolution through the judicial process," and 2) assuring the federal courts "will not intrude 

into areas committed to the other branches of government." F!ast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 95 

(1968). 

The panel's role was to preserve the principles of justice and the rule of law. It did 

that on the facts and issue before it. By raising speculative possibilities, Amici are essentially 

asking the Court to step in on hypothetical matters, which, even if they became real issues, 

could be resolved through cooperative agreements. 

CONCLUSION 

The petition for rehearing raises hypothetical issues beyond those explicitly 

considered and rejected by the panel. En bane review is not an appropriate mechanism to 

decide such matters. The State, the United States, and Amici seek rehearing on the basis of 

'Amicus of Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association (OIP A) at 2 ("These impacts ... 
raise the imperative of reconsideration) (emphasis added); Amicus of Oklahoma Municipal 
League at 2 ("The League seeks to present to this Court the possible adverse impact of 
the determination ... may have on the ability oflocal governments); and Amici of 
Oklahoma Oil and Gas Association (OKOGA), Oklahoma Farm Bureau Legal Foundation 
(OFBLF), Oklahoma Cattlemen's Association (OCA) and State Chamber of Oklahoma 
(Chamber) at 9 (focusing on the "Opinion's inadequate consideration of the significance of the 
issues presented to businesses in Eastern Oklahomd') (emphasis added). 
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potential issues distinctly separate from the reservation disestablishment question. They do 

so despite the clear teaching from Parker, that concerns about upsetting non-Indians' 

compelling "justifiable expectations" resulting from the Tribe's failure to assert jurisdiction 

"cannot diminish reservation boundaries." 136 S. Ct. at 1082. Congress has not 

disestablished the Creek Nation's boundaries. Rehearing en bane should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted this day of 24<h day of October, 2017. 
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